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ABSTRACT 
The error propagat ion characteristics of  the po lynomia l  evaluation schemes of  Horner,  Clenshaw 
and Reinsch are analysed, and Newbery's  t ransformat ion of  the Hornet  method  is extended to 
Clenshaw's algorithm. In each case computab le  rror bounds are derived in terms o f  the coef- 
ficients o f  both  the power series and Chebyshev series form of  the polynomial ,  and are found to 
be of  particular elevance to polynomials  having equisign or strictly alternating sign coeff icients 
or which are similar to Chebyshev polynomials.  The analysis conf i rms the earlier hypotheses  and 
empirical results of  Newbery, but  affords greater insight into how the error propagat ion varies 
with the argument  o f  the polynomial .  
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider here how best to specify a real polynomial 
P(x) which is to be evaluated in floating-point arith- 
metic for a number of real arguments, which can be 
assumed without loss of generality (Newbery [5]) to 
lie in [-1, 1]. The two most obvious possibilities are, 
firstly, to represent P(x) by the coefficients Pr in 
n 
P(x)= ~ PrX r (i) 
• r~ 0 
and employ the Homer scheme 
qn = Pn 
qr = Xqr+l + Pr (r = n - l ,n -2  ..... 0) 
P(x)= qo (2) 
and, secondly, to store the coefficients c s in the 
Chebyshev series form 
n 
P(x) = s __Z 0 cs Ts (x) (3) 
and use either Clenshaw's original algorithm [1] 
Un+ 1 = 0,  u n = c a 
Ur = 2XUr + 1 - Ur + 2 + Cr (r=n-1, n-2,...,1) 
P(x) = xu 1 - u 2 + c o (4) 
or the modified version attributed to Reinsch and first 
published by Gentleman [3]. 
Clearly the Homer scheme involves fewer arithmetic 
operations, but our p~incipal concern here is with 
i 
minimising the effect on the final resuh of any round- 
ing errors introduced uring the process of evaluation. 
We shall assume that the cost of transforming P(x) 
from one form to another can be neghcted, and that 
the coefficients in the different forms can be deter- 
mined to any desired accuracy (subject of course to 
the inherent lirnitations o£ machine representation), as 
would be true, for examph, when preparing a library 
routine. We shall also ignore any errors in the arguments 
x on the grounds that the effects o£ such errors are 
inherent in the data and thus independent of the 
evaluation algorithm employed. 
Newbery [5] has already compared the Homer and 
Clenshaw algorithms on this basis, but his bounds on 
the accumulated rounding error were such as to allow 
only two rather general hypotheses to be formulated, 
namely :
(a) The accuracy of the Horner scheme (like the 
Clenshaw scheme) is highly sensitive to the 
magnitude of x. 
(b) When a polynomial has coefficients Pr of constant 
sign or Of strictly alternating sign, a translation 
into Chebyshev form will not bring any systematic 
improvement in accuracy of evaluation (on the 
implicit assumption that Chnshaw's algorithm is 
employed). 
This first hypothesis prompted Newbery [6] to suggest 
modifying the Homer algorithm in such a way as to 
. I  , I  
effectively reduce the argument range to [ -2 '  ~]' 
but again the nature of the error bounds permitted 
only tentative conclusions to be drawn about he 
accuracy of this method, and in particular did not fully 
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explain the dependence on x which was evident in 
Newbery's experimental results. 
For each of these evaluation schemes we derive 
bounds on the total rounding error in the computed 
value Fix ) of P(x) in both of the following forms : 
n 
IP(x)-P(x)]~<e Z Pr(X) IPrl 
r=0 
n (57 
z Os(X) iCsl 
s=O 
where Pr' Cs are the coefficients in (1) and (3 7 and e 
is a machine-dependent accuracy parameter. The 
relative sizes of the error magnification factors Pr(X) 
and as(X ) give a good indication of the relative accu- 
racies of the various methods for particular classes of 
polynomials, thereby not only confirming Newbery's 
hypotheses but also giving greater insight into why the 
optimum algorithm appears to vary with x. We also 
take up one of Newbery's suggestions [6] for further 
research, namely to analyse the effect of applying his 
modification of the Homer scheme to Clenshaw's 
algorithm. 
2. HORNER ALGORITHM 
Denoting by qr the value of qr produced in the com- 
puter, use of the Horner scheme (2) yields a result 
F(x) with 
 =Pn 
qr = {Xqr+l(1 + ~r) + Pr } (1+ ~r7 
(r= n-l,..., O) 
P(x) = qo (67 
where the relative rounding errors ~r' ~r are unknown, 
but bounded in magnitude by some constant e depend- 
ent on the number of binary digits used t9 represent 
the mantissas of floating-point umbers. 
It then follows by induction from (6) that 
n i-1 
~r = g {(l+~i).II (l+.{'j)(l+~jT}Pixl-r (7) 
i=r J =r 
where for convenience of notation we have included 
}n = 0 and interpreted a product from j = r to j = r -  1 
as unity, and in particular the total error in the final 
computed result q0 is 
n i -1  
 -(x7 - p(x7 = ° {(1 + j=n 0 (1 + rj)(1 + }iT- 1 } pi 
(s) 
Both here and later we shall neglect error terms of 
the second and higher order on the reasonable assump- 
tion that e is small, so that (87 reduces to 
n-1 n n 
P(x7 - P(x7 j~O {~'j Z p.xi+ = i= j+ l  * ~Ji~j pixi} 
(9) 
Rec~lllng that I~" r [, I }r I < e, we have the attainable 
bound 
IP(xT-P(x)l ~< 2e ~"  [ ~ Pixil , (10) 
j=0 i=j 
the double prime indicating in the usual way that the 
first and last terms in the summation are to be halved. 
To afford a means Of comparing this error bound with 
the corresponding bound for other evaluation schemes, 
we write (10) as 
n 
e z pr(xTIPrl 
r--O 
where 
(11) 
Pr(X)  - (2r +l) lxl  r (12) 
Note that the magnification factor of highest degree, 
Pn(X), could actually be taken as 2ne rather than 
(2n + 1)ebut here and subsequently we prefer to accept 
a slight weakness in the highest degree term in the 
bound (11) in order to maintain the independence of 
Pr ix) from n. This apart, the bound is attainable when 
either 
(a) x > 0 and the coefficients Pr all have the same 
sign; o r  
(b 7 x < 0 and the Pr alternate in sign, 
and since, for example, the Taylor expansions of many 
elementary functions are in the equisign or alternating 
sign category, the bound is of practical relevance. 
The elose relationship between these two cases tems, 
of course, from the fact that the evaluation of a particular 
polynomial for some value of x is identical to the evalua- 
tion at -x of the related polynomial obtained by chang- 
ing the sign of all the odd-order coefficients. Since this 
is true for both Homer and all the other schemes to be 
analysed, it will suffice to restrict our attention to 
x > 0, with x = 0 a relatively uninteresting special case. 
We may view (11), (12) as indicating that the same 
final error would, at worst, result ffwe were to evaluate 
by exact arithmetic a perturbed polynomial whose 
coefficients differed from the exact coefficients Pr of 
P(x) by at most a rehtive amount (2r + 1)e for 
r = 0, 1, . . . ,n - l ,  and 2he for r = n. 
Now although we assumed earlier that the coefficients 
Pr in P(x 7 could be determined toany desired accuracy, 
having principally in mind library routines for standard 
functions, the Pr will of course be stored in general in 
the computer in an inexact form P-r' with a relative 
error in each Pr of at most e. Comparing this error 
bound of e with that mentioned in the previous para- 
graph, we see that while the effect of rounding errors 
introduced in the process of evaluation may exceed 
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that of the inherent limitations in representing the 
coefficients Pr' the ratio of the bounds varies be- 
tween 1 (for r = 0) and a maximum of only 2n (for 
r=n). The overall effect is likely to be less than this 
maximum factor 2n when, as will frequently happen 
with polynomial approximations tO standard func- 
tions, the contributions of the later terms pr xr are 
smaller than those of the earlier terms. 
We conclude, therefore, that no matter what the 
value of x or however much cancellation takes place 
during evaluation, the computed result will be the 
exact value of a polynomial having coefficients with 
relative rrors varying at worst from e to a maximum 
of 2ne in the highest degree coefficient. 
This result does not, however, shed any light on the 
relative merits of using the power series (1) or the 
Chebyshev series (3) representations of P(x), since 
the respective coefficients Pr and c s are of course of 
different magnitudes in general, and therefore to 
establish abasis for comparison we must relate these 
coefficients. Substitution i to (3) of 
$ 
Ts(X) = r=~0 ~s, r xr (13a) 
where (Clenshaw [2]) 
/~r+ 2k+ 1,r = 0, 
/3r+2k, r=( -1 )k2r - l{2( rk  ) - ( r+k- l '}k  ) ' (13b) 
and comparison with (17 shows that 
n 
Pr = Z fls, rCs (r = 0, 1,..., n). (14) 
s=r  
Conversely substitution i to (1) of 
r 
x r= ~ 7r, sTs(x) (15a) 
s=0 
where 
7r, r -2k -1  = 0, 
r / l~r - i , r~ 
(1 + 8 2k) 7r, r -  2k = ~J  ~k)' (15b) 
and comparison with (3) gives 
n 
Cs=r~ s 7r, sP r (r= 0, 1 .... ,n). (167 
By substituting for Pi using (14) in (10), we obtain the 
attainable bound 
n, ,  
[P(x)- P(x)[ < 2e 
j=O 
where  
s 
ts, j (x) =.Z./~s,i xl l=j 
(17) 
(18) 
and replacing the magnitudes of the various ums over 
s by the sums of the magnitudes of the terms gives 
ICsts, j(xTI. (19) 
j=O s=j 
By interchanging the summations overj and s we may 
write this bound in a form which will allow comparison 
with the corresponding bounds for other evaluation 
schemes, namely 
n 
P(xTI < z °s(X) lCsl (2o) 
s=O 
where a factor I has been neglected for simplicity when 
S = n~ and  
with the particular cases o£ s = 0, I given in table 1. 
Table 1. Error factors of order 0 and 1 for x > 0. 
Scheme P0(X) = o0(x ) Pl(X) = el(X ) 
Homer 1 
C{enshaw 2 
Reinsch 2 
Horner/Newbery 2 
Clenshaw/Newbery 3 
t 
4-x  
3 
3x  
5x 
1 (x < ~) 
(x • 1) 
3x 
4x 
The derivation of (19) from (17) will of course weaken 
the bound unless, for each value ofj in the summation 
in (17), the terms in the summation over s are all of 
the same sign. Each term is the product of a Chebyshev 
series coefficient c s with a factor ts, j(x) defined in (18) 
which comparison with (13) shows to be a "truncated" 
form of the Chebyshev polynomial Ts(x), or indeed 
Ts(x ) itself when j = 0 (s even) orj < 1 (s odd). Now we 
have shown elsewhere [8] that for 0 < x < 1, tj÷ 2k,j(x) 
and tj + 2k+l, j (x) have sign (-17 k forj i> 2 andj >/1 
respectively, sothat as s varies the alternate factors 
ts, j(x ) are of alteruating sign forj/> 2. 
Considering Firstly the special cases in which the coef- 
ficients Pr are either all of the same sign or alternate 
in sign, it is apparent from the relation (16), in which 
7r, s is zero ff r -  s is odd and positive otherwise that 
the even coefficients c will then all have the same sign, 
as will the odd coefficients c . The net effect, there- 
fore, is that forj >/2 the alternate terms Cs ts, j(x ) in 
the summation over s in (17) will be of oppo.site sign, 
and the resulting cancellation will cause the bounds 
in (19) and (20) to be correspondingly weak, in con- 
trast to the bound (117 based on the power series 
coefficients Pr which is attainable in these cases. 
If instead the c~ are such that alternate coefficients 
have opposite ~gns, then certainly alternate terms in 
the summations over s in.(17) will be of the same sign, 
but unfortunately asj varies the signs of the even and 
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odd terms in the summation will be alternately the 
same and different. Hence we will either have cancella- 
tion for even values ofj  in (17) but not for odd values, 
or vice versa. The net effect, therefore, is that half of 
the components of the derived bound (19) are weak, 
but the overall bound could be viewed as being more 
realistic than the above cases in which alternate Pr are 
of the same sign. 
Clearly if the even (or odd) Chebyshev coefficients 
dominate the odd (or even) ones, and also alternate 
in sign then no cancellation would occur between 
terms involving the dominant coefficients and the 
bounds (19) and (20) would be almost attainable. The 
limiting case of this occurs when all the odd (or even) 
coefficients c vanish, as is true for some of the tri- 
gonometric, hyperbolic, Bessel, and error functions [2], 
although this is not entirely relevant as such functions 
could probably be evaluated more economically in
another way which took account of the zero coeffi- 
cients. We conclude, however, that consideration of
the error magnification factors as(X ) associated with 
the bound (19) is most informative when P(x) is very 
like such functions. 
Figures 1-6 show how Pr(X) and Os(X ) vary over 
0 < x < I for some representative values of r, s though 
values of the factors less than 0.1 or I are omitted in 
order that the more interesting portions of the graphs 
can be represented ona reasonable scale. Noting that 
the vertical scale is logarithmic, it is very clear that 
the potential for serious error magnification i creases 
sharply with Ixl, as Newbery [5] hypothesised. Note 
incidentally that the end-points x = 0, 1 are of no con- 
cem in this context since both the Homer scheme and 
those considered later simplify greatly at these points, 
with many potential rounding errors automatically 
vanishing, and indeed some polynomial evaluation 
algorithms may detect hese special cases and treat 
them separately so as to eliminate redundant arith- 
metic operations. 
3. CLENSHAW ALGORITHM 
For our present purpose we must modify slightly the 
analysis presented elsewhere [7] of Chnshaw's 
algorithm (4), retaining only error terms of the first 
order. Assuming that the arithmetic operations in the 
recurrence r lation (4) are performed in the order 
indicated by the following equations, as recommended 
in [7], and denoting the values ofu r actually computed 
by Ur, we may write 
ffn+l = O, U'n = Cn 
~r = [{2Xffr +i( I + ~'r) + Cr) (I + ~'r)-%+21(1 + ~'r') 
(r = n- l , . . . ,  1) (22) 
~(x) = [{x~ 1 (1 + ~0) + co)  (1 + ~0) - ~2] (1 + ~) 
where [¢r 1, ]¢r h I~'r'l < e. If{c r + 6 r) is the set of 
coefficients which would have produced these values 
Ur had exact arithmetic been used, then we have 
6n=0 and 
U--r= 2XKr+ 1 + (c r + 8 r) - U--r+ 2 
(r =n-1 .... ,1) (23) 
PCx) = xK I + (c o + 80)- u2" 
We may then eliminate Ur+2 between (22) and (23), 
substitute for Ur, u r + 1 using the recurrence r lations 
solution, 
n 
Ur = s~r (Cs + 6s) Us-r(X) (r = 1 ..... n) (24) 
where U r (x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second 
kind, namely sin {(r + 1)cos-lx } / (1 -  x2) 1/2, to obtain 
6 r in terms of the rounding errors, and fmally substitute 
into 
n-1 
P(x)-P(x)= Z 6rTr(x ) (25) 
r=0 
to give, to first order, 
n 
Fix ) - P(x) = ~0 s~ 0 csTs(x) 
+ 
n-1  n 
Y~ T r(x)[~'r2x ~ csUs- r -1  (x) 
r= 0 s=r+l  
• r 
+ S'r {(1 + 80) c r + 2x 
n 
Z CsUs_r_ l (x )}  
s=r+l 
" t r  + ~r (1-6 csUs_r(X)]. (26) S = 
Since the individual errors are all bounded in magnitude 
by e, we have the attainable bound (for x > 0) 
I (x)-PCx)l  l csTsCx) I 
s=O 
n-1. [ i  n I + e r~0= ITrCx)[ 2x s=r+lZ csUs_r_l(X )
+ I(1 r n l + 80) c r + 2x ~ csUs_r_l(X) 
s=r+ 1 
S ~r  
In order to derive from this a bound analogous to (20) 
for the Homer algorithm, we must again replace the 
magnitudes of the various ummations over s by the 
sums of the magnitudes of the terms, and the error 
magnification factors corresponding to (21) are then 
found to be Oo(X ) = 2, al(x ) = 5x and 
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%(x) = 3 ITs(x) I + 2x IUs_ l (x ) l  
S- -1  
+ 2; [Tr(x)l (4x [Us_r_l(X)i + [Us_r(X)[} 
r= l  
(s/> 2). (28) 
An examination of the signs of the various terms in 
(27) shows that no weakness i introduced when deriv- 
ing (20) from it ff all the Pr, and hence the c s, are of 
the same sign and x > cos (u/2n), but otherwise the 
factors %(x) may represent an overestimate of the 
maximum attainable rror. The most obvious excep- 
tion to this is when one of the coefficients c s particu- 
larly dominates the others, so that P(x) behaves like 
a Chebyshev polynomial. 
Table 1 shows that %(x) and Ol(X ) are more favour- 
able to Homer than to Clenshaw, while much the 
same is found to be true for o2(x ). However o3(x ) is 
almost he same for both schemes, and for higher 
values of s the situation is as illustrated in figures 4-6, 
where as(X ) (like Pr(X) in fgures 1-3) has been plotted 
at a spacing of 0.01 for s = 5,10 and 0.005 for s = 20 
with these points joined by straight lines. The number 
of sample values hould be adequate, since (28) shows 
that the most rapidly oscillating component in Os(X )
for Clenshaw is Ts(x), and much the same is true of 
the other schemes considered. 
These graphs indicate that the Clenshaw factors, like 
the Hornet ones, grow large near x = 1, but that their 
maximum values are not so great as with Homer, and 
the difference grows more marked as s increases. At 
first sight, this appears to confirm that in general 
Clenshaw is preferable to Homer in the "defensive" 
sense of Newbery [5, 6], namely that Clenshaw at its 
worst (i.e. for x =1) is not as bad as Homer at its 
worst (unless P(x) is dominated by the first two or 
three terms). 
Certainly this is a reasonably valid conclusion if either 
the even or the odd Chebyshev coefficients c s dominate 
the others, and also oscillate in sign, since as was 
observed above the Homer factors as(x ) t.hen correspond 
to almost attainable rror bounds. If, however, the Pr 
are all of the same sign, then since near x = 1 as(X ) for 
Clenshaw represents an attainable rror bound while 
the larger Homer factor does not, the relative merits 
are less clear. Fortunately some light Can be shed on 
this problem by comparing Pr(X) for the two algorithms, 
so we must now derive these factors in the Chnshaw 
case in such a way as to indicate when the error bounds 
are attainable. 
In order to express the attainable bound (27) in terms 
of Pr rather than c s, we first substitute for c s using (16) 
and for Us_t(x) using the following relation, which 
may be obtained by differentiating an expansion of the 
form (13) for Tj +l(X), 
J (i + 1) x i Z ,(j/> 0), (29) U j (x )= i=O ( j+l )  /3J ÷ l , i+ l  
to give 
n n r - t  • i ( i+1)  
csUs-t (x)= ~ Pr ~ xls__~ t s=t r=t i=0 +i (s - t+1)  /~s-t+l,i+lTr, s 
(30) 
The innermost summation may be simplified by sub- 
stituting for the fl and 7 coefficients using (13b) and 
(15b) and applying Vandermonde's theorem to give 
Finally 
n 1 t 1 ~ 1~t7i_1, t l x r - i  2; CsUs-t(x)= 2 (1 + ~ ) Pr - " 
s=t r=t "= 
We now use this result to rewrite (27), without 
weakening it, as 
+ e z ITt(x)[ ~ PrXQr, t(x) t=O r=t+l 
I + r~t 7r'tPr. + r=t+l  PrXQr't 
+ -~e t=0 PrQr, t(X)[ r=t+l  
(32a) 
where  
r r - i  (r > t) 
1 7 i - l ' t  x Qr, t(x) = i=t+ 
and is positive when x > 0 by (15b). 
(32b) 
We see, therefore, that when all the Pr are of the same 
sign we may replace the moduli of the summations over 
r by the sum of the moduli and still have an attainable 
bound. For purposes of comparison with the Horner 
case, we may write this bound in the form (11), but 
taking here P0(x) = 2, Pl(X) - 5x and for r 1> 2, 
r 
Pr(X) = x r + 2; t=0 7r't [ Tt(x)[ 
r -1  1 (I + ~to)[ Tt +l(X) I} Qr, t(x) + 2;^{2x[Tt(x) [ ÷ 
t=D ' - ' 
(33) 
although Pn(X) could again be taken rather smaller if 
desired. 
Comparison of the Homer and Chnshaw values of 
Pr(X) in table I and figures 1-3 shows dearly that 
Homer is to be preferred over the whole range 
0 < x < i on this basis, and since Pr(X) represent 
attainable bounds over 0 < x < I for both algorithms 
in the case of polynomials having equi-signed coef- 
ficients Pr (and hence for the alternating sign case 
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over -1 < x < 07, we have confirmed the second of 
Newbery's two hypotheses contained in [5] and 
recalled here in Section 1. 
4. REINSCH ALGORITHM 
However Reinsch (Gentleman [3]) has suggested an 
alternative formulation of Clenshaw's original method 
(4) which is designed to alleviate the error magnifica- 
tion near x = 1 (with an equivalent modification for 
use near x = -1 which we need not consider). This 
involves etting d n = u n = Cn, and using 
d r=2(x -1)  u r+ l  +dr+l  +cr  l 
J Ur= dr + Ur+l  
(r = n - l ,  n -2  ..... 1) (34) 
P(x) = (x - 1) Ul+ d I + c 0. 
Denoting the computed values of d r and u r by ~1 r and 
Ur' let {c r + 6 r } be the set of coefficients which 
would produce the values ~l r were exact arithmetic 
to be used, and denote by u r the values of u r that 
would be produced at the same time. Then 
Ur = + Ur +1 ' Jr = (dr + %+1)(1 + t r) 
(r = n-1  .. . . .  1) 
where I~r [ < e, and after eliminating -d r and noting 
that Ur = Un we may prove by induction that, to 
first order, 
n- i  
Ur = Ur + Z 
s=r  
(357 
Us ~s (36) 
( r=n-  1 .... , !)" 
When the Reinsch variant is used, as intended, for 
1 x >i ~ no rounding should Occur in a binary machine 
when forming x -1  for use in the recurrence (34). 
1wi l l  Any such error that is introduced when x < 
be equivalent to an error in x of less than e in 
magnitude, and thus will only be significant ffP(x) is 
very sensitive to changes in the argument. The resultant 
error ~/(x 7 in P(x) will contribute Ar(1-x)x r -1  
to Pr(X) and As(1-x)  lU s_l(x)[ to as(X), where A is 
1 and unity when zero when x t> -~ 
x < 1 .  (Note, incidentally, that this error source 
assumes much greater significance ff the specified 
independent variable is cos- lx rather than x, as 
discussed in [7]). 
Assuming then that rounding errors are introduced in 
the following way for r = n -  1 .... ,1, 
d r = [{2 (x -1)~r  + 1(1 + ~'r) + CrJ (1+ ~'r)+ +1 ](1+ ~'r )' 
(37) 
where Irrl, Ir;I, tql "< e, and noting that by the above 
definition of 6r, 
- -  m 
dr= 2(x -1 )Ur+l  + (Cr+ ~r) + dr+l '  (38) 
we may eliminate dr +1 between these equations, sub- 
stitute for u-- r +1 using (36), and then use (24) and 
n 
dr = Ur-  Ur +1 = ~ c s {Ts_r(X ) - ( l -x )  Us_r_  l(X)) 
s=r  
(39) 
to give, for r = n -  1 ..... 1, 
n 
Z CsUs-r- l(X) 6r =- f r2 (1 -x )  s=r+l  
11 
+ ¢; {c r -  2(1-x) s= +lCsUs-r-1 (x)} 
n 
+ ~r" s~r Cs {Ts-r(X) - (1-x)Us-r- l(x)} 
n-1 n 
-: 2 ( l -x )  t=r+lZ ~t s~t csUs- t (x ) "  (407 
An analogous process applied to the final stage in (34) 
gives 
n n 
• c - (1-X)  s=~lCsUs_l(X)} 6 O=-fO(1-x)  Z CsUs_l(X) + ~'0{ 0 
s=l 
n n -1  n 
+ ~'0 s~oCsTs (x ) -  ( l -x ) t~ l  ~t s__Xt csUs- t (x) '  
(41) 
and substitution into (25), with use of the fact that 
r 
2 •" Ts(X)=Tr(x) + (l + X) Ur_ l  (X) (42) 
s=0 
to simplify the terms involving ~t' leads to the follow- 
ing attainable bound analogous to (27) for the original 
Clenshaw algorithm 
I In I CsUs_r_l(X) +e Z [Tr(x)[ 2(1-x)  s=r+l  
r ~--~ 0 
[ r n [ 
+ (1+60)c  r -  2(1-x)  2; CsUs_r_l(X) 
s = r +1 (43) 
+e(1-x) z ITr(x)+(l+ )Ur_l(X)l r=0 s= I csUs-r-l(x) + ]~(x) 
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Replacement of  the magnitudes of the summations 
over s by the sums of the magnitudes of  the terms 
then leads to the usual bound (20) with here o0(x ) = 2 
and for s >/1, 
as(X ) =3 ITs(x)l + (3 + As)(1-x)lUs_l(X)l  
s-1 ] 
+ 2; ITr(x) I {4 (1- x) I Us_r_  l(X) I 
r=l 
(44) 
+ I Ts_r(X ) - (l-x)U s _ r - l(x) I } 
I 
ITr(x ) + (1 +x)Ur_ 1(x)l. IU s_ r_iCx)l 1. + (l-x) 
An examination of  the factors multiplying cs inside 
the various summations over s in (43) shows that al- 
most all are positive for x/> cos (Tr/2n), so that the 
factors as(X ) represent almost attainable rrors near 
x = 1 ff all the c s are of the same sign, but elsewhere 
the error bounds are in general weak and Reinsch may 
have more favourable rror behaviour than figures 4-6 
suggest. In consequence our earlier conclusion [7] to 
the effect that Clenshaw should be employed in 
preference to Reinsch when Ix l is smalhr than about 
0.6 is now seen to be strictly instilled only when one 
of the coefficients is dominant, so that P(x) behaves 
rather like Ts(x), with the situation less char-cut for 
other polynomials. 
Figures 4-6 do show that Reinsch's modification may 
be successful in mitigating the potential error magnifi- 
cation in Clenshaw's method near x = 1, particularly 
when all the c s are of the same sign since the Clenshaw 
error bounds are then attainable close to x = 1. In the 
same situation the Homer bounds are weak, and 
the apparent superiority of Reinsch over Homer for 
large x in £~tres 4-6 may be misleading, and so we 
now derive an alternative bound for Reinsch based 
on the coefficients Pr" 
To do so, we first substitute for c s and Ts(x ) using 
(16) and (13a) to give 
n n r - t  r 
2; csTs - t (x )= 2; Pr 2; xi 2; ls-t , iTr,  s ' 
s=t r=t  i=0 s=t+i  
(45) 
and then substitute for the fl and 7 coefficients using 
(13b) and (15b), and apply Vandermonde's theorem 
to produce the following result, analogous to (31), 
n 1 n r i r t .  r - i  
2; csTs_t(x)=--  2; P r i~  t -~)Ti, t x i46) s=t  2r=t  (8 + 
Substitution of  this relation and (31) in (43) then 
yields the attainable bound 
I prxr 
n_l [ i i + e z [Tt(x)l (1-x) ~ PrQr, t(x) t=0 _ r=t+l  
+ n 7t, t Pt + Z r=t + lPr  {Tr, t -  (1-x)Qr,  t(x)} [ ] 
n-1 
+ e 2; ITt(x)l [ Pt t=l  7t, t 
n , r l  r I + I Z (1+t--)7 + 2; {(l+_.t--~)x-1}Ti_l,t xr-i 
r=t+l  _ r r,r i=t+ 
n-2 
t=0 
+(I +x)Ut_l(X)l ~ PrQr, t (x) l + l~b (x)[, (47) 
r=t+l  
I 
where Qr, t(x) was defined in (32b). 
In the usual way we then replace the magnitudes of the 
summations over r by the sums of the magnitudes, to 
give a bound of the form (11) with here 
#0(x) = 2,. Pl(X) = 3 + A ( l -x ) ,  and for r >1 2, 
r -1  
pr(X) = x r + 2~r, rlTr(x)l + t=~0 [Tt(x)l{(1-x)Qr,t(x) 
r -1  
+I  r,t- 1-X)Qr, t(x)l ] + ½ t llTt(x)l I(1 +t r )Tr ,  t 
- ~1{1- (1+ i t~)x}  7 i _ l , tx r - i  1 
i=t+ (48) 
r-1 1 + ~(1-x)  t=~ ° (I + a~)ITt(x)+ (l+x)Ut_1(x)l%, t(x) 
+ Ar ( l -x )  x r -1 .  
An examination of the signs of  the factors multiplying 
Pr in (47) shows that, unlike the Homer and Clenshaw 
cases, these Pr(X) represent error bounds which are not 
in general attainable when the Pr are all of  the same 
sign, so that the Reinsch algorithm may indeed be some- 
what better in this case than figures 1-3 suggest. 
These figures show immediately that Pr(X) is relatively 
insensitive to the variation of both x and r, maintaining 
a value in the region of 3. Consequently Reinsch is 
preferabh on this basis to Clenshaw for larger values 
of x, and even to Homer when x is near 1. This con- 
firms our earlier view that ff P(x) is represented by its 
coefficients c s then it is better evaluated by Clenshaw's 
scheme only when x < 0.6 (this value is not critical), 
and otherwise by Reinsch's. We note also that this 
hybrid algorithm is superior to Homer in the defensive 
sense that the maximum values Of Pr(X ), like those of 
Os(X), are smaller. 
5. HORNER/NEWBERY ALGORITHM 
With the object of mitigating the potentially large error 
magnification in the Homer algorithm when x ap- 
proaches 1, Newbery [6] suggested splitting P(x) into 
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its even and odd powers of x, and evaluating each 
polynomial separately by the Homer algorithm. 
Newbery regarded this process as reducing the largest 
argument from i to 1/2, but it is more convenient 
here to retain the range [-1, 1] and interpret the 
process as one of diminishing the magnitudes of the 
coefficients. Assuming for convenience that n = 2m + 1, 
and defining y= 2x 2 - 1 so that -1 < y < I when 
0<x<land 
(k) y k (49) x2r= (½)r (1 + y)r= (1)r k=O ' 
we may write 
P(x) = E(y) + x¢ (y) (50) 
where 
m mx m )k(k 2r eryr er= ~= (½ )P2k E(Y)=r~0P2rX =r=0 ' k r 
m 
~(Y)=r~ 2r Z ~ry r, 0 P2r+lX = r=0 
Cr=k~r(1)k(kr)P2k+l"= 
(51) 
As previously we shall ignore any rounding errors that 
may be introduced in determining the coefficients of 
E(y) and ~(y), and examine solely the effect of errors 
occuring in the evaluation of the two polynomials. 
The effect of rounding errors on the separate valua- 
tion of E(y) and ~(y) by the Homer algorithm follows 
immediately from Section 2, with n replaced here by 
m, x by y, and Pr by e r and #r respectively, but we 
must introduce further independent errors 
Wlx¢(y), w2P(x ) and @(x) arising respectively from 
the multiplication and addition operations in (50) 
and from the evaluation of the new argument y,to 
give the attainable bound (to first order), 
[~(x)- P(x) l ~< [g(y)- E(y) l + x I ~(y) - • (Y) I 
÷ e ¢x l~y)  I + iP(x)l ÷ i ~(x)l.  (s2) 
Turning first to ~(x), suppose that the calculated value 
~-of y involves relative rounding errors ~ and ~, 
bounded in magnitude by e, where 
iO  (x/> 1 ~-= {2x2(1+~)- 1} (I+~A), A= 2) , 
1 1 (x < ~) 
(s3) 
though there will of course be no errors for certain 
values of x such as 0 and 1. Then this is equivalent to 
using an inexact value ~ in the evaluation of E(y), 
~(y) where 2 1/2 
= x (1 +~" + A~y/2x ) , (54) 
and the resulting error ~(x) in evaluating P(x) in the 
form ~.(y) + x~(y) is 
i n  
~(x) = ~ (P2r + Xp2r+l )(~2r- x2r) 
r=O 
='(~ + A~y/2x2) ~ r(P2r + 2r+1 xp )x 2r 
r =1 (55) 
provided e(1 + A ly I / 2x 2) < 1, giving the attainable 
bound 
m x )x 2r [~(x)[ ~<e(l+A{y[/2x ) r~ l r (P2r+ P2r+l 
(56) 
To obtain a similar bound in terms of c s rather than Pr' 
we write 
m 
X = COS 0 ,  - -=  x cos 0 so that 
1 (•+0) - 0 = - x (~ + A~y/2x 2)/2 sin 
and then substitute this in 
m 
~(x)= Z C2s{COs2sO-cos2s0) 
s=0 
(57) 
m 
+ x Z C2s+l(COS (2s+l) 0/cos0-cos(2s+l)0/cos0) 
s=0 
(58) 
By using the following fact, which may be proved by 
induction, 
s ,  ( _ l )S_  k T2s + l(X) = 2x Z T2k(X), (59) 
k=0 
wc eventually obtain the attainable bound 
m 
[~b (x)[ ~< e (1 + AIy I/2x 2) s X=l[c2ssxU2s -l(x) 
t - C2s+l{gT2s+l(Xl - (s+l)xU2s(X))  ] • (60) 
Returning to the evaluation of E(y) andS(y) by the 
Homer algorithm, application of (107 gives the attain- 
able bound 
m,, m 
[E(y)-E(y)[ ~< 2ej=0Z r~j P2rRr, j(Y) , (61) 
where 
r 
Rr, j (y)=(1)  r ~ (k) y k ( r>j)  (62) 
k=j  
and is a truncated form of the binomial expansion (49) 
ofx 2r, together with an identical bound for [~y) - #~(y)l 
except hat P2r + 1 replaces P2r" 
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Now Rr, 0(Y) = x2r >~ 0 for -1 < y < i, and dearly 
also Rr, j(y )/> 0 when y/> 0. Considering y < 0 and 
j > 0, we may prove by induction that the sign of 
Rr, j (y) is (-1) J, and hence if we replace the magnitude 
of each summation over r in (61) by a sum of 
[P2rRr, j(y) } then the resulting bound is attainable 
for all x > 0 provided the even coefficients P2r have 
constant sign. The same is clearly true for H(y) if the 
odd coefficients P2r + 1 are also of constant sign. 
Substitution i (52) and re-arrangement then leads 
to a bound of the same form as the bound (11) for 
the original Homer algorithm, but with here 
P0(X) = 2, Pl(X) = 3x, and for r > 1, 
r 
P2r(X) = (r + 2)x 2r + A ½r [Ylx 2r-2 + 2j~llRr, j(y)[ 
(63) 
P2r + 1 (x) = x {x 2r + O2r(X) }, 
and like the corresponding Homer values (12) these 
represent error bounds which are attainable in the 
equisign case for x > 0 (and hence of course the 
alternating sign case for x < 0). 
As is evident from figures 1-3, the Newbery technique 
yields somewhat smaller error bounds for large x and 
indeed it is readily shown that the Horner/Newbery 
algorithm is superior on this basis for 1/%/2 < x < 1 
since then y/> 0, and from (63) and (62) 
P2r(X) = (3r + 2)x 2r - rx 2r-2 , 
P2r + l(X) = (3r + 3)x 2r + 1 _ rx2r- 1 (647 
for Horner/Newbery, as compared with the larger 
Homer factors in (12), namely 
P2r(X) = (4r+ 1)x 2r , P2r+ 1 (x) = (4r+-3) x2r+l"  
(65) 
On the other hand as x -~ 0, all the Homer factors tend 
to zero but only the odd-order Horner/Newbery ones 
do, and thus Homer is preferable for small x on this 
basis. 
Certainly the Newbery transformation improves the 
Homer scheme in the sense that the large values of 
each error factor Pr(X), for r~> 2, are reduced near 
x = 1, although the opposite is true in the lower part 
of the range 0 < x < i and of course a price is paid in 
that the new coefficients e r, er must be computed in 
higher-precision arithmetic. It is perhaps worth noting 
that the results would have been more favourable had 
we omitted the effect of rounding in forming the new 
argument y,and the inclusion of this error source may 
well explain any differences between these results and 
those of Newbery [6]. We also note, however, that this 
analysis is entirely consistent with the experimental 
results in [6], and in particular figures I and 2 indicate 
why Newbery's first test polynomial P1 was evaluated 
most accurately by the Homer algorithm for {x] < 0.75, 
and by Newbery's variant of it for 0.75 > ]xl, with 
Clenshaw inferior throughout. 
To obtain an analogous bound to (20) based on the 
Chebyshev series coefficients c , we first note that since 
y = 2x 2 - 1, T2s(X ) = Ts(Y) and hence 
m 
E(y)= 1~ c2sTs(Y), (667 
s=0 
so that applying (17) we obtain the attainable bound 
{E(y)- E(y){ < 2e ~ Z= C2sts, j(y) . (67) 
j=0 s j 
ForH(y), we use (59) to expressH(y) in the Chebyshev 
series form 
I- z= k(_l)s k m, m H(y) = • 2 - C2s+l Tk(Y ), (68) 
k=0 _ s 
and then (17) yields the attainable bound 
m,,I s (_l)S_ktk,j(y)/(l+ 5 { < 4e :g C2s+lk__Zj k) j=o s=j 
(69) 
Finally by substituting from (67) and (69) into (52), 
rearranging in the usual way, and using the differentiated 
form of (59), we finally obtain a bound, which is weak 
in general, of the form (20), with here o0(x ) = 2, 
Ol(X ) = 3x and for s >/1, 
O2s(X ) = 2[T2s(x)l + s(l+ Aly {/2x2){xU2s_l(X)[ 
$ 
+ 2 X [ts, j(y) I j= l  
a2s +l(X): 3lT2s + l(X)[ + (1 + ~[Yl/2x2)l(s +½)xU2s (x) 
- ½T2s+l(X){ + 4x I~ (-1) k tk,j(y ) . j=l  k (70) 
The behaviour of these factors is illustrated as usual in 
figures 4-6 and is qualitatively not very different from 
that of the factors Pr(X), though certainly the improve- 
ment in the Homer scheme for large values of x is more 
marked and might be expected to show up in the evalua- 
tion of polynomials which behave like Chebyshev 
polynomials (as proved to be the case in the empirical 
results in [6]). 
6. CLENSHAW/NEWBERY ALGORITHM 
Although Newbery [6] only studied the case in which 
E(y) andH(y) were evaluated by the Homer method, 
he did suggest that Clenshaw's algorithm ight be 
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used instead, and it is clearly of interest to see how 
this approach to alleviating the potential error 
magnification near x = I compares with Reinsch's 
modification of the Clenshaw a~orithm. 
When E(y) is evaluated by the Clenshaw method, 
adaptation of the error bound (277 to the polynomial 
(66) yields 
IE(y)-E(y)l < e c2sT2s(X) 
0 
m | a r + ] (1 + o)C2r + I s=r+l  C2sYU2s- 2r-l(X)/Xl 
while fore(y) we must use (27) in conjunction with 
(68) and the fact that for k > 1, 
k 
41  E (-1) k- JU i_l(y) = {U2k(X) - (-1) k} Ix (72) 
j---i J 
to give 
I i xl~7-¢(YTl~e i~0 C2s+lT2s+l(X) 
+ e ~ [W2r{X)[ 
r=O S~ 
I m I + 2XC2r+1 + £ C2s+l{YU2s_2r(X)+ (-1)s-r}/x s=r+l  
(73) 
Substituting these bounds in (52) and re-arranging the 
summations leads eventually to a bound of the usual 
form (20) in terms of the Chebyshev series coefficients, 
with here a0(x ) = 3, Ol(X ) = 41, and for s ~ 1, 
O2s(X 7 = 4 JT2s(X)J + l yU2s-l(x)/x[ 
+ s(1 + alyl/212)xl%,_1(x) I 
s-1 1 
+ r= x IT2r(X)l{21W2,-2r-l( )l +slU2s_2r +I(x ) I} I  x 
O2s +~(x)= 31V2s +1(~) I + 4xlT2s(X)l 
+ (l+alyl/2x2)l(s+ 1)xU2s(x)- 1 ST2s + l(X)[ 
+ [ly{U2s(X) - (_l)s')l + l YU2s(X) + (-1)sl]/2x 
s-1 
+ ~ IT2r(x)l [{y {U2s 2r(X)- (-1)s-r}l 
r~ x 
+ lYO2s_2r(X) + (-1)s-r[ + ½1U2s_2r +2 (x) + (-1)s-rI]/x. 
(74) 
Much as with the corresponding modification of the 
Homer scheme, it is clear from figures 4-6 that the 
factors Os(X ) are here in general diminished near x =1, 
but on the other hand they are increased quite con- 
siderably at the other end of the range, and it is 
arguable whether any overall advantage is gained. 
Certainly the Reinsch modification seems preferable 
on the basis of figures 4-6, particularly if we represent 
P(x) by the coefficients c and use Clenshaw for small 
s 
values of x and Reinsch f6r large values. 
To obtain an error bound of the form (11) based on 
the power series coefficients Pr, we first apply the 
bound (32) for the Clenshaw algorithm to the poly- 
nomial E(y) in (51) to give 
I J [E(y)-E(yT[<e ~ P2r x2r r=0 
+ e 2~ ]T2t(x)l 
t=O r= i= 
+ P2t( ) t Tt, t + r=t+l~ 1P2r i=t~+lTi_l,tRr,i_l(y)/y*-t 
m-2 t I m r . 
(7s) 
where Rr, i(y ) is as defined in (62), and an identical 
result holds for ¢(y)except that P2r is replaced by 
P2r +1" 
It follows from our earlier discussion of Rr,i(y ) in 
Section 5 that __Rr,i(Y)/Yi will always be positive. 
Hence ffwe substitute using (75) in (527 and replace 
the magnitude of the summations over r by the sums 
of the magnitudes of the terms in the usual'way, it
follows that the resulting bound will be attainable 
for x > 0 flail the coefflcients pr areof the same sign. 
The error factors in the resulting bound (11) are here 
P0(x) --3, pl(x) = 4x, and for r ~ 1, 
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P2r(X) = (r + 2)x 2r + A-~r ]ylx 2r-2 
~= r-1 
rl~r ~ (~)t ~'i'tlT2t(x)l+t~=0{(lYl+Y)[T2t(x)l + '2 ;  i=-O 0 = 
1 t 1" . 
+ ~ (1 + ~ 0)IT2t + 2(x)] } i = t~+ 17i- l ' tRr ' i  (y)/yl 
P2r+l(X) = x {x 2r + P2r(X) }. 
(76) 
than about 0.6, and Reinsch for larger values. 
Finally we must emphasise that while our error bounds 
are attainable in the particular circumstances we have 
discussed, they are in general weak and so cannot 
predict he error behaviour of these schemes for all 
polynomials. The analysis may, however, provide a 
guide for some of  the more commonly-encountered 
classes of polynomials, and does offer an explanation 
for the empirical results and conclusions of other 
authors, particularly Newbery. 
Perhaps urprisingly, figures 1-3 show that Newbery's 
modification has improved the Clenshaw values of 
Pr(X) for all values o fx  (except when r = 0 and 2), 
though we recall that this is not true for Os(X ). How- 
ever the maximum values of Pr(X), occurring near 
x = 1, are larger than for Reinsch, and so on this 
defensive basis the Clenshaw-Reinsch hybrid scheme 
is still to be preferred should P(x) be represented in a 
Chebyshev series form. We note also that the Homer/ 
Newbery values of Pr(X) are consistently smaller than 
the Clenshaw/Newbery ones. 
7. CONCLUSION 
We have not discussed any of  the less widely-used 
polynomial evaluation schemes ince these appear 
practicable only for low degree polynomials or are 
already known to be unstable. That of Mesztenyi and 
Witzgall [4] seems to be an exception, but the lack of 
a direct relationship between the minimal Newton 
form of P(x) on which it is based and the forms (1) 
and (3) unfortunately precludes an analysis of the type 
presented here. Although the minimal Newton form 
is so designed as to permit accurate valuation by an 
appropriate adaptation of  the Homer scheme, the 
transformation of  P(x) to this form with any degree 
of accuracy is a decidedly non-trivial undertaking for 
any but low-degree polynomials, which somewhat 
limits the appeal of this scheme in general. 
For polynomials having coefficients Pr of~:onstant 
sign or strictly alternating in sign, we have seen that 
the Homer algorithm appears most accurate for smaller 
values of x, and that the potentially serious error 
magnification ear x = 1 is reduced by Newbery's 
modification of the Homer scheme, while this modified 
scheme is less accurate lsewhere in the range, the error 
factors Pr(X) are certainly not]arge, and so the Homer/ 
Newbery scheme would seem the more attractive of the 
two if, as seems probable, P(x) were to be represented 
by a single set of coefficients. In the strictly defensive 
sense of reducing the largest value of each factor Pr(X), 
however, the Clenshaw/Reinsch hybrid scheme is 
actually better. 
For polynomials whose behaviour is not unlike a 
Chebyshev polynomial, so that the error factors as(X ) 
are of more relevance than Pr(X), the Clenshaw/ 
Reinsch hybrid seems to be the indicated algorithm, 
with the former scheme being used for values of x less 
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